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2 Schr\"odinger $(SL_{J})$ ( $J=I$ , II $\ldots$ VI)
$(D_{J})$ (pair) 2
Painlev\’e $(P_{J})$ $(P_{J})$ 0-
$\lambda_{J}^{(0)}$ ( $\nu_{J}^{(0)}$ ) $(SL_{J})$ $\lambda_{J}^{(0)}$ $(=0$ $)$
$\lambda_{J,0}^{(0)}$ $(SL_{J})$ 2 $(SL_{J})$






([KTl, \S 1]) $(P_{J})$ ( )
$\tau$ $(P_{J})$ Stokes $\sigma(0<|\sigma-\tau|\ll 1)$ $(SL_{J})$








$(SL_{J})$ $(SL_{I})$ $(P_{J})$ 0-
$(P_{I})$ O- ([KTl, \S 2])
$(SL_{J})$ ( )
















$)$ [KTl] [KT2] $(P_{J})$
$J=I$ [S] $J=$ II $-2$ [GJP]
[KT2] $J=$ IV
$(P_{J})-$ ( $J=I$, II–1, II–2, IV) $(P_{J})_{m}(m=$
10
1, 2, . . .) (Lax pair)
(1) $\{\begin{array}{ll}(\frac{\partial}{\partial x}-\eta A)[Matrix]=0 (1.a)(\frac{\partial}{\partial t}-\eta B)[Matrix]=0 (1. b)\end{array}$
$J=$ IV ([Kl], [K2])
$A,$ $B$
(2) $A= \frac{1}{2gx}(\begin{array}{ll}-(2x-u)I-\eta^{-l}\partial_{t}I 2I-2vI-2\eta^{-1}\partial_{t}J (2x-u)I+\eta^{-1}\partial_{t}I\end{array})$
(3) $B=(^{-x+\frac{1}{2}u}-v$ $x- \frac{1}{2}u1)$ .
$\eta$ $g$ $(x, t)$ $u=$
$u(t, \eta)$ $v=v(t, \eta)$ (9)
$(P_{IV})_{m}$ $(I, J)$ $(u, v)$
$(K_{l}, L_{l})_{0\leq l\leq m}$ $(u, v)$ $(I_{j}, J_{j})_{0\leq j\leq m}$
$x$ $m$
(4) $I= \sum_{j=0}^{m}x^{marrow j}I_{j}+gt$ ,
(5) $J= \sum_{j=0}^{m}x^{m-j}J_{j}$ ,
$(K_{l}, L_{l})$
(6) $\{\begin{array}{ll}K_{l+1}= \frac{1}{2}(uK_{l}+2L_{l}-\eta^{-1}\partial_{t}K_{l})L_{l+1}= \frac{1}{4}(\sum_{j=0}^{l}vK|_{-j}K_{j}-L_{l-j}L_{j}+\eta^{-1}K_{l-j}\partial_{t}L_{j}), (l\geq 0)\end{array}$
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(7) $\{\begin{array}{ll}K_{0}= 2L_{0}= 0\end{array}$
$(I_{l}, J_{l})$ .
(8) $(\begin{array}{l}I_{l}J_{l}\end{array})=\sum_{j=1}^{l}c_{j}(\begin{array}{l}K_{l-j}L_{l-j}\end{array})+(\begin{array}{l}K_{l}L_{l}\end{array})$ , $(l\geq 0)$
$c_{j}(1\leq j\leq m)$ $(x, t)$
(1) $(Pi_{V})_{m}$ $((x, t)$
) $(\kappa, \theta)$
(9) $\{\begin{array}{ll}\eta^{-1}\partial_{t}I_{m}= 2J_{m}+uI_{m}-2\kappa+g\eta^{-1}\eta^{-1}\partial_{t}J_{m}= I_{m}^{-1}[-vI_{m}^{2}+(J_{m}-\kappa+\frac{1}{2}\eta^{-1}g)^{2}+\frac{1}{4}\theta^{2}].\end{array}$
1. $(P_{IV})-$ $[GJP|$ (PIv)
WKB $\eta$
([N], [K2])












(16) $Q=a^{2}+bc- \eta^{-1}(a_{x}-\frac{ab_{x}}{b})+\eta^{-2}(\frac{3b_{x}^{2}}{4b^{2}}-\frac{b_{xx}}{2b})$ .
$[$KTl $]$ $(SL_{J})$ $(P_{IV})_{m}$
$(Di_{V})_{m}$
(14) (13) :
(17) $\frac{\partial}{\partial x}(b^{1/2}\psi)=b\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(b^{1/2}\psi)+\eta b^{1/2}(a-b(-x+\frac{1}{2}u))\psi$,
(18) $\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial t}=\frac{1}{b}\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial x}+\frac{1}{2}\frac{b_{x}}{b^{2}}\psi-b^{-1}(\frac{1}{2}b_{t}+\eta(a+b(x-\frac{1}{2}u)))\psi$ .
(19) $a= \frac{1}{2gx}((-2x+u)I-\eta^{-1}I_{t})$
(20) $b= \frac{2I}{2gx}$
(18) 3 $((P_{IV})_{m})$ )
(21) $\frac{1}{I}(\frac{1}{2}I_{t}+\frac{1}{2}\eta((-2x+u)I-\eta^{-1}I_{t})+\eta I(x-\frac{1}{2}u))\psi=0$
(18)














(22) $(Di_{V})_{m}$ $(Pi_{V})_{m}$ 0-
$(\hat{u},\hat{v})$ $Q$ $Q$ ( $0$ ) $Q_{0}$
(25) $-((2x-\hat{u})I)^{2}+4\hat{v}I^{2}=(4\hat{v}-(2x-\hat{u})^{2})I^{2}$
$0$ $(Di_{V})_{m}$ (15) 2
[KT2, \S 2] (15) $(Di_{V})_{m}$
(15) WKB $\exp(\int^{x}Sdx)$ $S_{odd}$ (15) 2
( $\eta$ ) [KTl]
(15) $(Di_{V})_{m}$ $(Pi_{V})_{m}$
O- $(u, v)$ $I(x, u, v, t, \eta)|_{x=\lambda}=0$ $\lambda=\lambda(t, \eta)$
$(P_{IV})_{m}$ 1 ( [KKNT] ) $(P_{I})$
O- $I(\lambda, u, v, t, \eta)=0$
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